Integrating iconnect360 into a 24 hour facility

Thinking about converting to a 24 hour gym? we can help.
What About Security?
We have converted many gyms into 24
hour fitness centre. We know what is
needed and can deliver on every aspect of
your security requirements including;



Access control
Monitored CCTV
Software integration



24 hour











back to base
monitoring
Building automation
Lighting control
Power management
Duress call stations
Wireless panic buttons
Finance packages available

All for an affordable price with
unbeatable service and
experience.

Why Integrate?
Having your security system integrated with iconnect360 gives you the ability to ensure only current
members get access to your facility.


You are able to monitor, create and remove members access privileges from iconnect360 at the push of
a button, no additional software to learn.



Remove human error
Increase productivity



Integrating iconnect360 into a 24 hour facility

Integrating iconnect360 Into A 24 hour Gym Solution
Kudos Security are industry leaders in secure 24 hour gym technology
& integration. Our goal is to have every aspect of your gym work
seamlessly together. Our system is not just an access control system,
but a full automation utility, combining your gym’s CCTV, Alarm, and
access control with your building’s utilities and member management
software.

iconnect360 Facility Management System is known as one of the best designed gym management platforms on
the market. iconnect360 is renowned for its functionality and versatility, being easy to use and affordable for
both single location fitness centres as well as multi-site gyms by use of their cloud based technology.
After ongoing consultation with iconnect360, Kudos Security were able to fully integrate our 24 hour automation
and security system with their gym membership software. This means that after normal gym hours when a member scans their access card on the front door of the gym, their details are checked on the iconnect360 software
and only if the member is up-to-date with their payments, allows access to the facility. Lights turn on and their
gym comes to life. Each time a member enters the gym, a record is sent to iconnect360 allowing the facility to
keep accurate records of member activity.

The Workout
Gyms right across Australia have trusted their facilities security to Kudos. From the moment a member swipes
their card, our 24 hour building management system takes control. Power points and machines inside the facility are turned on by the automation system, which allows that member access to the gym then locks the door securely behind him.
While working out, the state of the art security system monitors the gym constantly. If a duress button is pushed
or an unauthorised entry is made, our monitoring station is immediately made aware of the situation. The facilities CCTV cameras are then brought up for visual verification of the incident by a trained professional 24 hours a
day. By doing this there is unlikely to be any false alarms, the club member has the peace of mind that if there is
an issue, they can talk to our operator at any time by use of a duress call station located on the wall in the gym

Contact us for a free consultation, at kudos your security is our business.
www.kudos-security.com
takecontrol@kudos-security.com

1300 666 443

